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Remember typewriters? Carbon copies? Pay phones? Records and record play-ers? As I ask these questions, I realize that 
for our younger readers the answer is prob-
ably “no.” To all you 20- and 30-somethings: 
prepare to join the generations ahead of you 
to revel in (or more likely to struggle with) yet 
another technological revolution. To all the rest 
of us: beware that not only our entertainment 
systems and telephones but also now the very 
core of our professional communications is 
about to transform before our eyes.
Printing, the creation of durable images to 
convey information, dates back at least to early 
Mesopotamia, before 3000 BCE (Wikipedia, 
2015), when round seals were used to make an 
impression in clay tablets that then hardened to 
form a permanent image. In ancient China and 
India, similar printing techniques used wood-
blocks and cloth or later papyrus or paper. 
The 11th century brought movable type: indi-
vidual carved porcelain, wood, or later metal 
characters or letters that could be arranged to 
form words and sentences, allowing flexibil-
ity and greatly facilitating the process. In the 
mid-1400s, Gutenberg in Germany used this 
approach to build a printing press that is often 
credited as the most important invention of 
the second millennium. The Gutenberg press 
featured oil-based (rather than water-based) 
ink and a new alloy of lead, tin, and antimony 
that together produced high-quality durable 
type. He also introduced a matrix in which the 
moveable letters could be placed rapidly and 
precisely. Soon, Gutenberg also introduced 
color prints. His so-called flatbed printing press 
spread rapidly across Europe and the rest of the 
world, remaining largely unchanged for centu-
ries. Eventually, typesetting was automated, and 
hand-fed single-sheet printing presses gave way 
to huge, energy-efficient machines capable of 
producing thousands of pages in a single run. In 
the 20th century, lasers and computers support-
ed further evolution of the technology, allow-
ing the image to be generated electronically 
and viewed on a screen as well as on paper or 
another hard surface. Still, the end result was a 
static two-dimensional page on which written 
or graphic information was displayed.
Beginning in 2016, the Journal of Investigative 
Dermatology (JID) will take a giant step forward 
into 21st-century publishing. Although the print 
journal will remain largely unchanged, at least 
initially, the online journal will incorporate a 
number of optional features to enable authors to 
share their work as it is created in the 21st cen-
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tury (e.g., with multimedia, large data sets, computer code) 
and to enhance the reader’s experience and understanding 
of published data in ways that are not possible in 2-D print. 
These may include the following:
• Allowing readers to zoom in on, pan, and rotate areas of 
 interest in high-resolution microscopic images
• Allowing readers to create additional graphs based on the 
 authors’ submitted data
• Showing research data on custom maps
• Allowing authors to explain their article orally and 
 visually
• Links to multimedia (such as articles, blogs, video 
 interviews, and podcasts) related to a particular article
These enhancements will, of course, require that authors 
provide the podcast recording, high-resolution images, relat-
ed articles to be linked, or other enabling materials. Initially, 
this will be at the authors’ discretion, but it is anticipated that 
such features will soon come to be expected by the reader-
ship and that authors will embrace the possibility of pub-
lishing their research findings in innovative ways that reach 
beyond the conventional printed page. In addition to the 
learning curves for submitting authors and JID readers, the 
JID Editorial Board members will need to learn to assess not 
only novelty, accuracy, importance, and clarity of each sub-
mission but also whether it optimally utilizes the innovative 
features. Supported by the publisher’s sophisticated techni-
cal staff, JID editors will need to serve as mission control for 
these next-generation articles, encouraging and sometimes 
insisting on incorporation of one or more of the new features. 
In the end, it is anticipated that the new features will provide 
each reader with a customized, engaging reading experience 
that includes the option of visual and/or auditory learning, 
one-way or two-way interactions, and more or less experi-
mental detail while providing authors a multidimensional 
communication outlet for their research findings. 
As the JID “goes bravely where no dermatology journal 
has gone before,” we invite you, our readers and submitting 
authors, to join us and, if possible, to guide us. We promise 
a wild ride!
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